BE REPRESENTED

Clinical trial participants help make medical breakthroughs possible for people of all backgrounds. Learn how you can get involved at PfizerClinicalTrials.com/BeRepresented3.
“I have been a part of something that could one day change the lives of many people.”

–Israel, clinical trial participant and community advisory board member

Listening and learning
Community contribution is key to meaningful research, and here at Biogen we’re committed to amplifying diverse voices in the clinical trial space.

When you take part in a clinical trial, you’re helping to represent your family, friends, and entire community. And when everyone is represented, we can better develop potential medicines for all.

Visit biogentriallink.com to learn how you can contribute to the greater good of medicine.
A sincere thanks to all the medical heroes from these sponsors:

TO THE MILLIONS OF PEOPLE WHO VOLUNTEER FOR CLINICAL TRIALS EACH YEAR.

Clinical research participants make our lives better. They help advance knowledge about disease and improve medicine for generations to come. To learn more about clinical research and to show your appreciation, visit CISCRP.org.

A sincere thank you to all the medical heroes from the following organizations: